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On April 15, 1926, Charles Lindbergh made a humble flight 
that would change aviation forever. A simple mail route carried 
Lindbergh across America back and forth again and sparked the 
beginning of the world’s largest airline. 

With the help of Donald Douglas and American founder C.R. 
Smith, the first DC-3 plane was created which changed the mail 
route to a passenger-driven route. 

Throughout the years, American has acquired over eighty small 
airlines, moved its headquarters to Fort Worth, Texas, received 
numerous accolades, expanded its fleet to over 900 aircrafts, 
opened operations in 10 major hubs around the U.S., and has 
grown to fly to 350 destinations across the globe.

History
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History
1936: American is the first to fly the DC-3 commercial flight from New York to Chicago. 

1939: US Airways (later American Airlines) is founded in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

1957: American opens the world’s first facility for flight training in Dallas/Ft. Worth. 

1981: American introduces AAdvantage, the first of the airline loyalty programs. 

1991: American celebrates its one billionth customer. 

2001: American loses 23 people in the tragic events of 9/11. 

2015: American and US Airways merge as one airline.
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Currently, American Airlines does not publically display a mission statement, but does 
display its well know tag line, “The Largest Airline in the World” Although this is 
not an official mission statement, American Airlines is proud to be the largest airline 
in the world and a previous mission statement found from 2012 demonstrates 
American Airlines passion to attain and maintain that goal. The most recent 
statement is from 2012 stating, “AMR Corporation is committed to providing
every citizen of the world with the highest quality air travel to the widest selection of 
destination possible.  AMR will continue to modernize its fleet while maintaining its 
position as the largest air carrier in the world, with the goal of becoming the most 
profitable airline. AMR is the airline that treats everyone with equal care and respect, 
which is reflected in the way each AMR employee is respected.  AMR recognize that 
its employees are the key to the airlines success and invest in the futures in lives of its 
employees. By investing in tomorrow technologies and by following a strict 
adherence towards environmental regulations, AMR demonstrate its commitment to 
the world environment.” 

Mission
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Objectives
American Airlines has taken a unique approach in their objectives by starting with 
company culture.  

“We welcome people to our company who want to be a 
part of restoring American to the greatest airline in the 
world. We owe our employees the best company culture 
in the business – one that’s built on respect. Respect for 
the product we’re providing our customers, respect for 
our company heritage and for our collective future. And 
most importantly, respect for each other.” 
      -Doug Parker, Chairman and CEO
American Airlines is also heavily supporting equal opportunity, diversity and inclu-
sion through these objectives.
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Strategies
In 2012 American Airlines began work on building customer loyalty and restoring 
its relationships with potential customers and especially loyal long-time customers. 
American Airlines developed an integrated marketing plan to improve its reputation 
through marketing and PR and change the public’s view of the airline that continues 
today. 

Tactics
American Airlines has focused its efforts on a social media and marketing campaign 
called, “The World’s Greatest Fliers.” This campaign is intended to appreciate their 
long time customers and specifically their target audience, men and women of the 
business world.Simultaneously, the campaign invites all types of fliers to American  
Airlines by assuring them that the airline welcomes them and has created an    
environment meant for all travelers.
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Past IMC
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American Airlines is working very hard to ensure a change in their reputation and foster 
positive relationships with employees, customers and communities. The company says, “We 
will embrace our history because we are proud of it, but we will not live in the past. We will 
look to the future – and we will be proud of what we build.” (aa.com) Past campaigns have 
been based around this goal and can still be found in current campaigns.

Community Events:
For the past 32 years American Airlines has hosted Celebrity Ski, an event dedicated to raising 
funds for Cystic Fibrosis. The company has teamed up with three sisters living with the disease 
to try and find a cure. They donate all proceeds from the event to help find a cure for Cystic 
Fibrosis. 

Rebranding:
From 2012 to 2017, American Airlines has made a significant change in the way they market, 
focusing more on customer needs and concerns as well as offering changes from direct 
customer feedback. In 2013 the airline launched the campaign, “Change is in the air” and 
wanted to bring the “Wonder of Travel back.” After dealing with steep financial issues, the 
airline made changes to their logo and aesthetic for the first time in 45 years in an effort to 
modernize the company. In addition, the company also purchased new planes dawning the 
new logo and look to improve flying comfort for customers.
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Present IMC
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Advertising, promotions, strategies, and tactics. 
American Airlines is doing its best to show that it is the best airline in the world. It launched 
the new campaign called “The world’s greatest flyers fly American.” It aimed to teach its 
customers not only that they are the greatest flyers, but also that this is how the greatest 
flyers fly. 
American is working hard to remake its social media image into one that is positive. Ameri-
can understands that the world is changing and that social media is important so it started 
the hashtag #greatestflyers so that customers could use that when they saw good things 
happening with American.  
American continues to do great things in the community. In 2016, they were able to raise 
2.5 million dollars for veteran and military initiatives at the annual Skyball event in Dallas-Fort 
Worth. In addition to that, American raised $1.3 million for the Susan G. Komen Young 
Investigator Grant program.



American Airlines added another tier to its AAdvantage program. It introduced the addition 
of the fourth elite tier. The three main benefits of Platinum Pro status are 1) Unlimited 
complimentary upgrades within 500-mile eligible regions (as opposed to platinum members 
who have to earn “stickers,” and redeem those for upgrades.) 2) Higher upgrade priority than 
Platinum members. 3) Nine miles per dollar spent, rather than the eight miles per dollar spent 
for Platinum members. 
In addition to the added tier for the AAdvantage progam, American has consistently been 
sending out promo codes and email promotions for customers to earn rewards in a variety of 
ways. By joining the AAdvantage program, customers are entitled to numerous options and 
can earn bonus miles on every dollar they spend. 
American is finally offering profit sharing to its employees after several years of foregoing for 
higher base pay for employees. This is a great step to make American Airlines a more 
desirable place to work.  This helps American catch up to its competitors in Delta, United, 
and Southwest who have been offering profit sharing for years. 
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Financial Details
Stock Exchange: NASDAQ (US dollar)
Stock Price: $41.21 (Data as of 3/14/17)
Shares Held (000): 408,558
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Financial HistoryFinancial Details
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2002: American Airlines international advertising switches from Omnicom Group’s DDB        
          Worldwide to Interpublic Group of Cos.’ Temerlin McClain and  Universal McCann.  
   “The international account is estimated to be worth $30 million.” (AdAge) 
2011: In November 2011, American Airlines declared bankruptcy putting a hold on their  
   rebranding efforts. American’s PR team had to sweep up the backlash following the   
   announcement, ensuring customers’ that their miles wouldn’t be lost. (AdAge) 
2017: March 10, 2017, American Airlines raised $1 million for the Cystic Fibrosis 
   Foundation with the airlines 32nd annual Celebrity Ski. American Airlines has raised  
   more than $37 million to date, for the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation. (Global Newswire)

2017: March 14, 2017, American Airlines stock lost 2.7 percent due to dropping oil prices.      
   (NASDAQ) 
2017 : “This year American topped Fortune Magazine’s list of best business turnarounds  
    and its stock joined the S&P 500 index.” (American Airlines Facebook)



Direct Brand    Competitors
Southwest Airlines
Southwest Airlines has been profitable for 37 years in a row, 
carrying over 100 million passengers each year. It has 
created a business model that offers few amenities, low 
operating expenses, and less expensive flight costs. Southwest 
employs and encourages excellent customer service. All of this 
has added to their increased repeat customers.

Delta Airlines
Delta Airlines is second only to American Airlines when it 
comes to largest passenger airlines. Airlines such as JetBlue 
and Southwest, that offer cheaper flights, have caused 
financial issues for Delta, who is trying to keep up. In 2005 
Delta went bankrupt, forcing it to implement a new strategy 
focusing on international, rather than domestic, routes.
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Direct Brand    Competitors
JetBlue Airlines

JetBlue is ranked as the 8th largest airline, in the United 
States. Similar to Southwest, JetBlue offers very inexpensive 

flights. It is able to do this because of their low operating 
costs and distribution. JetBlue also has the newest fleet of 

planes compared to any other airline.

United Continental Holdings owns both United Airlines and 
Continental Airlines. Combining these two airlines has

increased the reach of its destinations (375)  as well as the 
number of flights per day (5800). United Continental has 

implemented a “hub-and-spoke” system which uses less direct 
routes in order to lower operating costs. 
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Target Audience
American Airlines launched its flight rewards program, AAdvantage in 1981. Now being 
one of the most successful loyalty programs in the world, it draws a certain type of traveler. 
It draws the traveler who flies often for business, and practically lives in airports. 

The primary target is business women (51%) and men (49%) ages 25-54 who are on the 
go traveling. They are an affluent customer. They know with all the miles they are traveling, 
they might as well be taking advantage of a rewards system, and American offers the best 
in the business. These frequent flyers travel globally, which makes American an ideal choice 
as there are 83 airports American currently operates in internationally. 

These men and women are educated on world affairs, the economy, and business, big and 
small. They would prefer picking up a copy of Time over People. Most of American’s first 
class and business class customers have a Bachelor’s degree, a staggering 72% in fact. The 
average American traveler has an income of $98,000 per year. There are over 488 million 
business trips taken annually, with the average business traveler at 14 trips per year. This 
means earned upgrades to first-class, discounts from miles, etc. all have a cutting edge in 
the aviation industry and give American the lead when it comes to business travelers. 
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Target Audience In a study done, and accessed through Mintel, about the baby-boomer generation which is 
more than half of the target market for American, baby boomers were asked to “Which of 
the following words or phrases describe advertising that you enjoy?” 

In this graph, you can see the most important things to this generation in regards to 
advertising. They enjoy funny things the most and flaws at the lowest. However, most of 
these API scores are low to average American does a pretty good job for marketing towards 
this age group. None of it’s ads or campaigns are really outlandishly energetic or sentimental. 
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American Airlines has been in the industry a long time, and are not ignorant to the fact that it’s 
returning customers who fly with them time and time again are business men and women. This has 
created a new emphasis on advertising to frequent travelers and emphasising elite consumers that will 
return to American. In 2016, a campaign featuring the new American Airlines slogan was introduced. 
“The World’s Greatest Flyers Fly American”. In this new campaign, American produced a commercial 
that targeted the experienced flyer. This commerical received a lot of negative feedback. Although the 
commercial did not receive to the public the way American would have liked it to, it wants to focus 
more on the consumer rather than the company, which went along with the 2015-2016 campaign 
and slogan “Going for Great” which was all company based. 

Fernand Fernandez, the VP of global marketing at American Airlines said “The demographic of the 
type of customers we have is changing,” This is completely true for American. The business men and 
women that have created the target market for American is rapidly changing. From the baby-boomer 
and the later part of the baby-boomer generation to the older millennials. This means getting inside 
the head of business-focused millennials. 

Millennials, aged 25-34, are unlike any previous generation before, and many marketers do not know 
how to advertise and market directly to them. They are overall pretty progressive in various 
movements like gay marriage and the modern feminist movement. Millennials are generally 
optimistic about the future, and they pride themselves in being trendsetters. Millennials also have a 
yearly income between $25,000 and $29,999. In addition to these great marketing trends, they tend 
to be skeptical of advertising. A 67% say that advertising manipulates people into buying things they 
do not need in the first place.  This is a difficult market to tap into, especially because millennials have 
grown up in the thick of advertising and marketing and can sniff out a fishy advertisement from miles 
away. 
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According to Mintel, Millennials expect transparency and relationships with the businesses they chose 
from. This could be a problem for American Airlines because they are such a large corporation, 
millennials might have a hard time connecting with such a large brand. They prefer to associate with 
brands that support their personal values. Which values are mostly liberal, so it can be hard for 
companies to start emerging into the realm of making stances on such controversial issues, 
particularly when they are primarily marketing baby-boomers who are more conservative. However 
the payoff is big with millennials, and they will usually reward the company with returning business. 

This API index is pretty closely related to the baby-boomers however the intentions are different. 
Baby-boomers want entertainment that is more traditional while millennials want funny entertainment 
that is authentic with the face of the company. 

Overall, American has done a good job targeting its primary audience, business travelers ages 25-54. 
American has increased its campaign strategies to fit this demographic and really tailored it specifically 
for them. It’s secondary audience is newer to the marketing realm and American will have to roll with 
the punches while they transition from an older generation of business men and women to a newer 
more tech-savvy age.  



Past Brand Copy
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Past Brand Copy
American Airlines targets high-value customers, individuals who fly often and purchase 
first-class and business-class tickets, in its advertising copy. A successful campaign in 2014, 
American ran with the big idea “Going for great.” This wording did not claim perfection, 
something passengers are skeptical of. Rather, it invoked the company’s effort to strive for 
continued improvement. This campaign also addressed the then-recent merger of American 
Airlines and US Airways, and publicized the company’s purchase of an Airbus A321 aircraft. 
(1)
 
In 2015, American Airlines bought advertising space on the front cover of Los Angeles Times. 
This border ad read, “                  for American’s premium experience from LAX” and 
targeted young business professionals. The campaign’s objective was to increase its market 
standing against its competitors United and Southwest. Although the copy sends the right 
message, American could have benefited from utilizing multiple communication vehicles to 
reach its targeted audience. (2)
 
Unfortunately, American Airlines most recent advertising efforts got passengers’ attention 
for all the wrong reasons. In 2016, American Airlines advertising campaign focused on “The 
World’s Greatest Flyers”. The video lists qualities that “great flyers” would have, aiming to 
portray that individuals are responsible for their attitudes. Many critics argued that American 
shouldn’t tell them how to fly, instead they should be touting benefits and services. (3)
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Effects of  Sales 
Due to Advertising

“We know why you fly” was a successful ad that American Airlines ran in 2006 that was born 
from the tragedy of 9/11 and the fact that prices were at an all-time low in 2004. The goal was 
to make it less about the product and to be more emotional. American launched the website 
whyyoufly.com as the heart of the new campaign. It was a massive success as the website had 
10.3 million views. Online tracking showed that the campaign was successful in increasing 
brand awareness, brand favorability, and brand perception. This was the first major rebrand in 
over ten years and it led to 100,000 bookings and 49 million in flown revenue in its first year. 
The ad would go on to win Cannes Lion Award in 2008 capping off a successful ad campaign.

American Airlines merged with US Airways in 2013. It put out a series of ads showing that this 
was a new chapter. It was no longer the American of the past but that they were faced 
forward and looking to improve. In 2014 American launched its “Going for Great” campaign,  
using the voice of Jon Hamm as the spokesman.
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The goal of the campaign was to show to the customers that they weren’t there yet 
but that they were on the way and American was on its way and it was 
headed there. The ads highlighted several changes that were coming to American 
and what the consumer could look forward to. American focused largely on the 
Chicago market using localized creative content such as carrying headlines such as 
“oh yeah” and “da partures,” playing on the popular Saturday Night Live skit that 
talks about “da Bears.” 
After the successful campaigns of 2013 and 2014 American decided to change 
the way it approached its campaign. The goal of their campaign was to humanize 
the airline. American launched “The World’s Greatest Flyers” campaign. Despite its 
good intentions, the campaign fell flat as it received largely negative reviews on the 
60 and 90 second commercials. Despite these negative reviews, American saw an 
increase in revenue in the 4th quarter in 2016 compared to 2015. This campaign 
was the first campaign created by American’s new agency, Crispin Porter + Bogusky, 
which last year replaced TM advertising a Texas-based affiliate of  McCann Erickson, 
as American’s lead agency. TM had handled American’s work since 1981  before it 
was replaced by Crispin Porter + Bogusky.
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Creative Brief
Brand: American Airlines 
Brief Brand Description: American Airlines all started with one flight across America 
made by Charles Lindbergh. Since then American Airlines has grown to a fleet of 900 
aircrafts, 10 major hub cities, and 350 destinations worldwide. Over time American 
Airlines has attained 80 small airlines and merged with US Airways in 2015. American 
Airlines takes pride in their tagline of,”The Largest Airline in the World”.
 
Target Audience: American Airlines target audience is male and female working 
professionals, ages 25-54, that are affluent customers and often fly internationally. 
They are highly educated with at least a Bachelor’s degree. On average their income 
meets or exceeds $98,000. These men and women are interested in world affairs, the 
economy, and big and small business. They would prefer picking up a copy of Time 
to People.
 
Direct Brand Competitors:
1.  Southwest Airlines  3. JetBlue Airways
2.  Delta Airlines   4. United Continental Holdings
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Creative Brief
Strengths: American Airlines has been in the business for more than 90 years, solidifying its name in 
the transportation industry. American has grown and expanded since its mail-route humble beginning 
and continues to strive for improvement.

Weaknesses: Although American has been around for almost a century, their online presence doesn’t 
show it. American’s limited and sporadic advertising efforts have gone mostly unnoticed by its target 
audience. American needs to fully understand how its audience consumes media in order to 
communicate. Another roadblock American Airlines faces is the type of advertising content it creates 
for its secondary target, millennials. Millennials need to be spoken to in a way that they comprehend, 
including the utilization of social media, social trends, postmodernism, and content marketing.

How should customers perceive the client?: Customers should perceive American Airlines as 
authentic and committed. Although American has grown and changed over the years, its dedication 
and loyalty to its customers perpetuates.

What single thought should the readers come away with about the brand?: Readers should 
know that American is authentic and truly cares about its customers.

What should they do?: Readers should look to American Airlines for all their travel needs.

Why should the target buy this product?: Target audience members should purchase American 
Airline flights because American is authentic, dedicated to serving its customers, and always looking to
improve.
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